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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. BACKGROUND. The Department of Defense (DOD) has directed the use of basic
Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) princ ip les i n the acqu i siti on of secondary items.
One of the assumptions that the EOQ model makes is that there is no control
over acquisition price ; yet it has been established that the unit cost of an
item is not always independent of the quantity procured. Often , di scounts are
offered for the purchase of larger quantities than that directed by the EOQ.
Presently, material is bought in lots established by an EOQ ; however , if of-
ferors were asked to submit offers on an EOQ and larger al ternate quantiti es,
then savings could be gained by acquisition of more material at a reduced unit
cost. This savings would be realized by reducing the annual purchase costs.

B. OBJECTIVE. The objective of this study is to explore the feasibility of
introducing the concept of quantity discounts (QD) into the Army acquisition
procedures.

C. METHODOLOGY. The study and research methods employed consisted of a review
and analysis of the QD program as implemented by the Air Force; interviews with
selected ind ividuals at A ir Force procurement acti v iti es; and the development
of a total variable cost equation to evaluate offers.

D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. The Air Force QD program has been suc-
cessful notwithstanding self imposed conservative parameters. The US Army
Materiel Development and Readiness Comand (DARCOM) should benefit by imple-
mentation of a QD program similar to the Air Force QD program but with less
conservative parameters. It is reconinended that a test QD program be conducted
at one or more appropriate Materiel Readiness Coninands.

E. IMPLEMENTATION. Headquarters DARCOM has approved a test of the QD program,
and testing has been initiated at US Army Missile Materiel Readiness Command ,
Redstone Arsenal , AL.

11
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND.

Inventory theory was one of the ear li es t operati ons researc h techniques

to be applied in business , industry and the public sector. The Department

of Defense (DOD) has directed the use of basic Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)

principles in the acquisition of secondary items. DOD Instruction (DODI)

4140.39, Procurement Cycles and Safety Levels of Supply for Secondary Items,

dated 17 July 1970, establishes pol ic ies for determining procurement cycles

and safety levels of supply at Inventory Control Points (ICP’ s) for second-

ary items, and illustrates the basic mathematical functions and their ap-

plication in an inventory model . One of the assumptions that the EOQ model

makes is that there is no control over acquisition price ; yet it has been es-

tablished that the unit price of an item is not always independent of the

quantity procured. Often, discounts are offered for the purchase of lar-

ger quantities than that dictated by the EOQ. Presently, mater ial is bought

in lots establi s hed by an EOQ ; however , if offerors were as ked to submit

offers on an EOQ and larger al ternate quantiti es , then savings could be

• gained by acquiring more material at a reduced unit cost. This savings would

be real ized by reduc ing the annual purc hase cos ts.

B. STUDY OBJECTIVE.

The objective of this study is to explore the feasibility of intro-

ducing the concept of quantity discounts (QD) into the Army acquisition

procedures .
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C. SCOPE.

This study wi l l focus on the development of procedures for determining

when It is economically advantageous to attempt to obtain a QD in the ac-

quisition of secondary items .

0. METHODOLOGY.

The approach planned to accomplish the study objective is to (I) review

the QD program as Implemented by the Air Force; (ii) interview selected In-

dividua ls In Air Force buying activities; (iii) develop a total variable

cos t (TVC ) equation to evalua te offers , allowing the selection of that quantity

offered for which PlC is a minimum.

E. REPORT ORGANIZATION.

Chapter II briefly discusses the concept of EOQ and the QD principle.

Chapter III rev iews and prov ides an ana lys i s of the A ir Force QD program .
Chapter IV proposes a QO program tailored for the U.S. Army Materiel Develop-

ment and Readiness Command (DARCOM) activities . Chapter V sumarizes the con-

clus ions , recommendation , and implementation .
F. SPECIAL NOTE.

Throughout this report, the convention 2 X EOQ , 3 X EOQ , etc., will be

used to denote multiples of a base EOQ amount.

2
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND DISCUSSION OF EOQ AND QD

A. ~~ _THEORY.

0001 4140.39 states that the objective of DOD policy is: “To minimize

the total of variable order and holding costs subject to a constraint on

time weighted , essentiality-weighted requisitions short “ (4, p.2). The

total variable cost consists of cost to order , cost to hold and the Implied

shortage cost. Procurement cycles (i.e., EOQ) and safety levels are determined

• through minimization of these costs for any given group of items in an in-

ventory. The total variable cost, variable cost to order, and variabl e cost
I

to hold formulas are discussed in the various enclosures to 0001 4140.39.

The implied shortage cost is a function of other management decisions which

are made outside the scope of DODI 4140.39.

B. QD THEORY.

Of the assumptions made in the EOQ model (fixed unit price , stationary

demand , deterministic lead time), the assumption that there is no control over

unit price is the basis of effort accomplished to date on the QD principle.

This assumption is invalid because experience in industry and the military

shows that discounts are offered when large quantitie s are acquired . Th is

means that the optimum EOQ computed by the total variable cost EOQ model may

not be optimum when discounts are offered , and the acquisition of a larger

quantity may be more economical than the EOQ. This consideration is recognized

in DOD! 4140.39 which permits acquisitions larger than the EOQ when price

breaks are sufficiently large (i.e., cost effective)

.3
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The prin ciple of a QD is to acquire more of an i tem when it is to the

Government’s advantage to do so. It is to the Government’s advantage when

the total annual cost is l ower for a larger quantity acqu i red . In essence,

the EOQ is solicited along with several larger quantities , and the quantity

ultimately acquired is the one which results in the lowest total annual cost.

The annual costs include the variable costs of acquisition , ordering and

holding .

• 1. Acquisiti on Cost. The acquisition cost is the element which is not

presently included in the DOD! 4140.39 EOQ model , and the element which will

provide different results for the optimum buy quantity .

2. Cost of Ordering. The cost of ordering is the variable administrative

cost associated with processing a purchase request. It varies among the Materiel

Readiness Commands (MRCs) and also depends on the complexity of the purchase ,

e.g., it is lower for small purchases . 0001 4140.39 states : “Cos ts to be

considered in determining cost to order will be those variable direct l abor

and support costs which begin with the output of the requirement notice,

through the mailing of the contract or order and will include processing the

physical asset into the proper warehouse location after receipt from the con-

tractor. Average contract administration cost will also be a part of the

cost to order an item of inventory “ (4 p.6). The DOD! specifies in functional

detail how the order costs are to be compiled .

3. Holding Cost. The elements of holding cost are investment, storage,

deterioration and loss, and obsolescence. Before a decision is made to buy

a larqer quantity, it must be recognized that about 10% of the purchase price

4
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• must be given up for the loss of investment opportunity , i.e., we w ill have

funds invested in inventory which substantially decreases its liquidity . It

will also cost about 1% of the purchase price for storage, and about 2% for

deterioration , los ses , etc. The values for inves tment , storage and deteriora-

tion are standard within DOD at the wholesale level and are not dependent on

a particular commodity . Finally, there is always a ri sk of obsolescence as a
result of diminished demand rates that result in excess inventory . Therefore,

before purchasing the larger quantity , the possibility of disposal of a por-

tion of the assets must be properly evaluated . The chance that this will

happen depends on the commodity and therefore the rate for the MRCs range

between 8 and 15% . Therefore , the total holding cost could range from 21

to 28% of the purchase price.

5r~
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CHAPTER III

AIR FORCE QUANTITY DISCOUNT PROGRAM

A. INTRODUCTION.

This chapter wIl l discuss the Air Force (AF) QD program in terms of authority

and operation , evaluate the results of the program; and discuss observations

• about the program. The observation must be taken into account in the con-

sideration of the feasibility of adoption of a QD program in the DARCOM ac-

• I qulsition procedures.

1. Authority. Research effort sponsored by Air Force Logistics Command

(AFLC) indicated that AFLC could obtain substantial dollar savings by imple-

mentation of a QD program (3). The AF QD program received DOD approval and

was documented in AFLC Regulation 70-23, dated 30 June 1976 (1). The program

was officially implemented at all of the Air Logistics Centers (ALCs) in

October 1976, and has been successful (2 p.11).

2. Purpose. The prime motivation for the AF program is to obtain lower

prices and thus reduce acquisition costs. Reduced cost of ordering also

result from a decrease in the number of item acquisitions . Reduction in the

purchase request (PR) volume was not considered to be a beneficial by-product

and not a major factor for supporting a QD program.

3. ApplicabIlity . The AF program is applicable only to items with low 
• 

•

reorder periods (approximately 6 months or less) and for this reason includes

only those items with an average annual demand dollar value from $500 to

$50,000. Dollar value in this context refers to annual sales at the wholesale

6



level of management. The program is limited to stock funded i tems only, and

for obvious reasons includes only stable items. Small purchases are excluded

from the program in order to retain the administrative simplicity of small pur-

chase procedures. Negotiated procurements are limited to an EOQ value of

less than $60 thousand to preclude the need for cost and pricing data . (The

Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) requires submission and certification

• of cost and pricing data in non-competitive acquisitions exceeding $100

thousand). AF experience has shown that discounts are usually sufficient to

result in offers below $100 thousand when solicitations are up to $120 thousand

(i.e., 2 X EOQ).
¶ 4. Procedures. Solicitations for QD candidate acquisitions are based

on the following three quantities : the EOQ ; 1.5 X EOQ ; and 2.0 X EOQ . In ad-

dition to appropriate eval uation and delivery provisions , the solicitation in-

cludes a clause stating that the AF w ill acquire the larger quanti ty if it

1 yields l ower annual costs to the Government , provided funds are available.

This clause precludes possible legal difficulties in the event of fund short-

ages .

The AF program is an off-line program which requires much manual processing ;

however , the estab li shment of records , an audit trail , and prov is ion for status

of the PR at any point prior to closeout is automated .

The buyer evalua tes the prices and determines wh ich offer represents the

l owest overall unit price for each of the three quantities solicited . A

computer program is then utilized to determine if discount offers are cost

effective and which offer is the most advantageous to the AF. Th’ buyer will

7
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review the computer product for input accuracy and then forward to the Item

Manager (IN) for a decision on the quantity to acquire . Reporting on the

1 experience of each quantity discount PR is required by AFLC Regulation 70-23.

B. AF RESULTS.

DOD has supported the AF QD program to the extent of providing $8.8 mil-
- 

l ion (lx of the stock fund ) for Fiscal Year (FY) 1978, and the AF requested

• • $9.6 million for FY 1979.

1. Sav ings. The gross savings realized from this program were $1.7 mi l-

lion In FY 1977 and $1.4 million through April of FY 1978. Savings per unit

• 
~• are calculated by comparing price per unit for the EOQ with the price per unit

1 for the larger quantity actually acquired . Gross savings are calculated as
• 

the savings per unit times the number of units acqu ired. Net savings , which

the AF does not measure , would result from the addition of savings due to
• processing fewer PRs and the subtraction of the additiona l holding cost.

2. Discounts. The discounts are negligible in some cases, and large in
- others, 20 to 35%. The average discount is 6.5%. The average discount does

- not include 53% of the QD solicitations which do not receive any offered

discount. The buyers queried suppliers to determine why no discounts were

offered and learned that the two prime reasons are: (1) that the largest

sol icitation quantity of 2 X EOQ is too small to offer a di scount; and
(2) that some suppliers offer no discount under any conditions.

3. Volume of Purchase Requests (PRs). The AF does not keep statistics

on the Impact of the QD program on PR volume .

C. OBSERVATIONS.

Although there is no data on the impact of the AF program on the PR volume

,8



it is obvious that the impact is small because: (1) discounts are offered in

only 47% of the QD solicitations ; (2) the solicitation quantities are small ,

i.e., limited to 2 X EOQ; and (3) the program does not apply to small purchases

which constitute the bulk of procurements. The AF program also has little

impact on the volume of changes to PR’s. Changes to procurement actions ap-

preciably add to the procurement workload. The AF buyers indicated they had

hoped the QD program would assist in this area; however, they stated that there

had been no discernible improvement.

The last observation is that the average discounts offered justify acquisi-

• tions larger than 2 X EOQ. Table I represents a break even analysis which in-

dicates the discounts which must be received to acquire multiples of the EOQ

for various EOQ months . (See Appendix for derivation of the formula used to

compute the table entries). The tabl e actually represents a trade-off between

additional holding costs and reduced ordering costs and lower unit prices . As

an example, the chart indicates that for an item which has an EOQ of six months ,

it would pay to acquire 18 months worth of stock (3 X EOQ) provided that the

discount is 7.02% or greater.

I

9
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CHAPTER IV

PROPOSE D DARCOM QD PROGRAM (TEST )

A. INTRODUCTION.

- 
• • 

- 

The success the AF has enjoyed from their QD program , leads to the con-

clusion that a DARCOM sponsored test of the QD application at one or more

MRCs appears appropriate at this time .

1. Purpose . The number of acquisiti ons over the past years has been

steadily increasing and has presently reached such a volume that it can not

be handled efficiently by the authorized procurement resources at the MRCs.

Analysis of the AF QD program indicates that simple duplication of AF pro-

I cedures would not provide sufficient assistance in solving the workload

problem. A program is needed that will: reduce the acquisition cost, reduce

the workload to a level that can be efficiently handled by present personnel

resources , and maintain the reduced workload. The workload can be reduced

by l owering the volume of Procurement Work Directives (PWDs) and by reducing

the volume of changes to PWDs . The purpose of a test, therefore, is to deter-

mine if an expanded QD program can substantially reduce both acquisition cost

• and the procurement workload while providing data necessary to make a decision
• on implementation of a full QD program .

2. Applicability . Such an expanded QD program would apply to all stable

Army Stock Fund (ASF) i tems that are stocked at the wholesale level . The

program would apply to both small and large purchases for the candidate i tems;

however , there is no intention of losing the advantages of the simplified small

11
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purchase procedures, (i.e., the solicitation of any acquisition which is pro-

cessed initially under small purchase procedures will not be allowed to re-

sul t in an offer estimated to exceed $10,000. For example , an EOQ of 100

units at a unit price of $50 would preclude multiples in excess of 2 X EOQ.

An EOQ of 100 units at a unit price of $90 would not be processed under QD

procedures). Non-competitive acquisitions will be limited to less than

$100,000 to preclude problems with cost and pricing data .

B. PROCEDURES.

A formal DARCOM QD program is env is ioned to be a normal Commodity Command
Standard System (CCSS ) opera tion w ith minimum manua l interven tion. Tec hnical
procedures will have to be coordinated with the test Materiel Readiness Comand

(NRC).

1. Automation. The identification of QD candidate items , printing of

applicable statements on PWDs , evalua tion of offers , and collection of data

for evaluation will be automated to the maximum extent possible. This will

preclude wor k di srup tion or the need for additi onal personnel resources .
2. Solicitation increments. Table 2 is a schedule of the eight in-

crements to be solicited , provided the funds and method of procurement do not

precl ude solicitation up to 4.5 X EOQ. The advantages of eight range quantities

as compared to the three specific quantities the AF uses are: (1) flexibility

up to the time of award to acquire exactly what is needed , thereby precluding

the need for changes to PWDs in process; (2) providing a “range” of eight in-

crements which may more closely approximate the offerors economic production

quantity .

3. Delivery schedule. Small producers may not be capable of producing

12
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the larger quantities in the same time frame as larger producers. Therefore,

in order to keep the smaller producers in the competition , deli very schedules

will be constructed to provide , within limits , the flexibilit y to produce

according to capacity . To maintain the integrity of evaluation of delivery

sc hedules , required delivery of 1 X EOQ will be structured under normal pro-

cedures; quantities in excess of 1 X EOQ will be required to be delivered at

a minimum rate of 1 X EOQ every procurement cycle. The sol ic itati on will be
structured so as to state the required del ivery schedule in terms of quantities

per time period; however , the offeror will be allowed to offer alternate

del ivery terms , provided they do not exceed the required schedules established
in the solicitation .

4. Evaluation of prices.

A computer program wi ll be furnished to the MRC for use in evaluation

of prices. The actual formula is TOTAL ANNUAL COST=ACQUISITION COST+ORDER

COST+HOLD COST=
AYD ~AYD X EP + C X ~~~~~+ 2 X EP X H

Where:

EP = the computation of effective unit price considering the offered

unit price and, if applicable , transportation costs, first arti-

cle cos ts , and prompt payment discounts. These costs are pro-

rated over the purchase quantity .

• AYD = annual yearly demand .

C = administrative variable order cost per order.

Q = buy quantity (i.e., lower bound in each of the eight solicitation

increments in table 2.

14



H holding cost factor as a percent of effective unit price.

Translating the formula , AYD X EP is the annual acquisi tion cost.

C X AYD/Q is the annual order cost; Q/2 X EP X H is the annual holding cost.

5. Use of Graphs in Evaluation of Prices.

Figure 1 is a graph that may be used to evaluate prices if demand and l ead

time are deterministic. The figure may also be used if the Wils on EOQ 
)

given by the square root formula below is a good approximation of the

• optimum EOQ procured by the operational system.

Wilson EOQ = 12 X AYD X C
H X E P

An example of use of the figure is: if the EOQ is 12 months of supply,

and the discount offered relative to the EOQ price is 10% for buying 3 X EOQ,

then buying 3 X EOQ would not be economical . The graph shows that in order

for 3 X EOQ to be an economical buy when the EOQ is 12 months of supply, a

minimum di scount of 12 .1% is needed .

C. TEST DETAILS.

1. Applicabi lity . Because of the uniqueness of this concept , as wel l
as on going programs which could affect the quantity of test candidate items ,

testing at any MRC should be on a voluntary basis. Any MRC which volunteers

to participate in a test should be aware that participation in the test will

have positive benefits such as improved item availability and lower PWD volume

in later years. However, additional personnel resources will not be made

• available for purposes of running the test. Additional obligation authority

for acquiring the larger inventory should be provided by DARCOM when the test

MRC needs it.

15
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2. Procedures. Prior to implementation of the dctual test, procedures

must be developed at the MRC . Such procedures would include as a minimum :

(1) a method of identifying candidate items ; (2) development of the required

information for the Procurement Work Directive (PWD); (3) structure of the

A . appropriate schedules in the solicitation packages ; (4) development of an

offer abstract and evaluation procedure ; (5) test evaluation data ; and

(6) assigned responsibility for the formation of a written procedure or

guide to be used by the participating directorates .

0. DATA DESIRED FROM TEST.

The purpose of a test of the QD program is to measure the ability of

the program to meet the objectives of reduced acquisition cost and work-
-• 

load reduction while providing data necessary to make a decision on imple-

mentation aspects should the test show positive results. Data obtained

during the test process should provide answers to the following questions :

(1) How much additional obligation authority will be needed to support

a QD program?

(2) What Is the extra cost to process a QD acquisition , and should such

cost be considered in the offer evaluation model?

(3) What is the effect on Procurement Administrative Leadtime (PALl)?

(4) Which classes of items will result in the most cost effective use of

the QD procedure?

(5) What will be the acquisition savings , and the net savings?

(6) W ill QD work at the MRCs ?

(7) What are the most appropriate implementation procedures?

17
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS , RECOMMENDATION , IMPLEMENTATION

A. CONCLUSIONS. Experience indicates that the assumption of no control over

acquisition price in the EOQ model is invalid. Discounts are offered when

• large quantities are acquired . The Air Force QD program has successfully

obtained discounts rang ing from very small up to 35% notwithstanding the

constraints they have placed on the program .

Expansion of the Air Force QD program by soliciting a series of range

quantities from the EOQ up to 4 X EOQ, and applying the program to small

It purc hases , is expected to result in: (1) more discounts offered ; (2) larger

discounts offered; and (3) a long run reduction in administrative workload .

-
~ B. RECOMMENDATION. A proposed DARCOM QD program has been developed as

discussed in Chapter IV. Since there are many unanswered questions , it is

recommended that the DARCOM QD program be tested at one or more MRCs to

determine the degree of success a full QD program can be expected to accom-
• 

plish and also provide data necessary to make a decision on implementation

of a full QD program.

C. IMPLEMENTATION. The test QD program has been initiated at the US Army

Missile Materiel Readiness Command based upon Headquarters DARCOM prior

approval .

18
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APPENDIX

• BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS

Let:

Q = EOQ , the economic order quantity when discounts are not offered.

Qm = Q expressed in months of supply.

Qd = Quantity Discount buy expressed in months of supply.

d = Discount for buying a quantity larger than Q. (Example: d =

0.15 is a 15% discount).

k = Factor for quantity procured expressed as a multiple of Q.

(Example: if buy 3 X Q, then k = 3).

QD = Quantity Discount buy expressed in units ( i.e., QD = k.Q).

h = Factor for variable cost to hold. (Example: if holding cost is

25% of the item unit price , I-s = 0.25).

p = Var iab le cost to order i n dollars .

AYD = Average yearly demand (i.e., average consumption of stock in one

year).

LIP = Unit price of item when buying Q.

For purposes of analysis assume demand is deterministic. Then , if price

does not depend on quantity bought , the acquisition cost is fixed . Minimiza-

tion includes only the hold and order cost. The optimum Q is given by (1)

- 

• below :

(1) Q =~~2•AYD.p/h’UP

19
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If price Is dependent on the quantity bought then acquisition cost is

variable and the equation to be minimized becomes :

(2) Cost acquis ition + order + hold.

The a lternati ves we have are to buy Q or QO. For Q, (2) becomes :
AVO ~

- 
I (3) Cost = UP.AYD + 

~~~ 
p + 2.h.UP

For QD, (2) becomes:
AYD

(4) Cost = (l-d) UP AYD + E~.p + 2.h.(l-d) UP

The difference between (3) and (4) is:
AYD 1 Q

(5) Difference = d~UP~AYD + ~
7p (l-~)-~.h~LJP (k-kd-l)

Break-even occurs when the difference is not less than zero. Setting the

di fference to zero and solv ing for d gi ves the break-even value of discount :
Q AYD k-l 2

(6) d ~-h~UP (k-i) - ~~
p (15 From (1) p Q •hUP

(UP- AYD k.~ .h lJP) 2.AYD

This value of p is the same whether we buy Q or QD. Thus , substitution

for p in (6) and simplifying , gives .

(7) d ~‘h•(k-l)
2

k (AYD + k’~.h)

The demand parameter can be eliminated from (7) by writing Q in terms of

Its equivalent months of supply, t~n

Qm = ~V l 2  Substituting in (7) gives

(8) d h.Qm . (k-i)2
(24+k.h.Qm k

A typi cal value for the holding cost factor at the DARCOM MRC ’ s is 25% .

Substituting 0.25 ~or h and Qd/Qrn for k gives the simplified , parameter free,

result below used in developing table 1 of the main report.

(9) d =  ( Q d - c ~n) 2
Qd (96 + QdJ

20 
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BACKGROUNO . ’>The Department of Defense (DOD) has directed the use of basic Economic
Order Quantity (EOQ ) principles in the acquisition of secondary i tems . One assumption
of the EOQ model Is that there is no control over acquisition price; yet , it has been
established that the unit price of an i tem is not ~~~~~ in~ep~ndent of the quantit y
procured. (U). STUDY APPROACH. ~The approach ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ of the QuantityDiscount (QO) program as Impl emented by the Air Ford’e, and the development of a tot~’l
vari able cost equation to evalu~te offers in response to a QD solicitation . .. (U).
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION. ~A QD program in the Army is expected to result in reduc-
tions in both ac4~isItion cost and long run administrative workload. A proposed
QO proqram has been devel oped and it is recommended that a test be conducted at one
or more Materiel Readiness Commands to determine the degree of success a ful l QO
program can be expected to accomplish. (U)..
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